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CCC student handbook 
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COMPOSITION BOOK in box 24 
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CONCERNING THE MILLENIUM - GPH SHOWALTER in box 4 
"Concerning the Millenium", by GPH Showalter (article manuscript) 
CONCORD LECTURES, 1960 in box 18 
Outlines of 1960 lectures at Concord California 
COPIES OF LETTERS WRITTEN TO FAMILY FROM JAPAN 49 in box 4 
Correspondence from Japan to family, 1949 
CORINTHIANS in box 21 
Two copies of 'a nearly complete outline of E. W. McMillan course, used in the 1970s at 
Columbia Christian College, Portland, OR' 
CORRESPONDENCE in box 18 
Handwritten notes 
Correspondence in box 27 
Correspondence/ letters, mostly 1940's 
CORRESPONDENCE - 1940-1971 in box 1 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE - JAPAN 1949-53 in box 1 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE - JAPAN WORK 1970- in box 1 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE - JAPAN WORK, 1964-69 in box 1 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE - JAPANESE WORK, 1947-49 in box 1 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE - RALPH MONROE in box 1 
Correspondence w/ Ralph Monroe, 1954-55 
CORRESPONDENCE 1980-1985 in box 3 
Correspondence 
CORRESPONDENCE BY PRES. E. W. MCMILLAN in box 14 
Correspondence 
Manuscripts 
CORRESPONDENCE WITH JOHN C STEVENS in box 23 
Letters from John C. Stevens 
COURSE STUDY - PARABLES OF JESUS in box 6 
Notes and outlines on the parables of Jesus 
COURSE STUDY - PERSON JESUS CHRIST in box 6 
Notes and outlines on Jesus Christ 
CULBERTSON HEIGHTS CHURCH OF CHRIST in box 5 
A Gospel Statement of Beliefs 
DAILY NOTES FOR RECITATION IN BIBLE 113 in box 19 
Lesson outlines for Bible 113 
Misc notes and outlines 
Minutes for Academic Life Committee meeting, Christian College of the Southwest, Oct 31, 
1967 and Feb 7, 1969 
"Barriers and Gateways to Communication", by Carl R Rogers and F J Roethlisberger 
List of suggested possible projects to be undertaken cooperatively by the Texas Association of 
Developing Colleges 
DAILY SERMON OUTLINES: CENTRAL CHURCH '36 '37 '38 in box 11 
Sermon outlines for midweek sermons 
DISCUSSIONS ON THE MISSION WORK in box 2 
Misc papers and correspondence 
Various newsletters with articles marked 
DYING TO LIVE: KEYNOTE SPEECH in box 10 
Outline for keynote speech for the Union Ave. retreat, Memphis TN "Dying to Live" 
E W MCMILLAN in box 18 
Letter and brochure from Landon B Saunders on 'Heart of the Fighter' film series. 
'Highland Oak Leaves', June 12, 1984 
University Church of Christ Bulletin, June 8, 1984 
'Voice of Freedom', March, 1984 
Letter from Leslie G Thomas 
Christmas letter from Gerry and Clarence Oxford 
Copies of medical pamphlets on Influenza, Digitalis for Adults, and Congestive Heart Failure in 
Adults 
E W MCMILLAN, PORTLAND OREGON in box 22 
Handwritten notes 
EARLY SERMONS - NO DATES in box 11 
Sermon outlines and notes 
EASTSIDE CHURCH - PORTLAND OREGON 1971-1980 in box 10 
Sermon outlines 
Minutes from business meetings 
Various paperwork re Eastside Church 
ESSENTIALS OF CHURCH SUCCESS in box 20 
Lesson outlines for Burbank Lectures, July 18-22 
Test on Genesis 
Several copies of Test on World Religions 
EVANGELISM in box 7 
Syllabus for SA 113-313, Evangelism 
EW MC. ADDRESS, 1956, LUBBOCK?: APPOINTMENT OF NEW in box 10 
Address on the selection and ordination of Elders and Deacons 
EXAM: BIBLE 311, JAN '58 in box 8 
Copies of final exam for Bible 311, January 1958 
EXAMINATION FOR LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF CHRIST in box 8 
Exams 
EXAMS in box 19 
Midterm and final exams for various classes 
EXAMS FOR CHURCH AND ELDERSHIP in box 8 
Exams for Church and Eldership class 
EXAMS FOR GOSPEL OF JOHN in box 8 
Tests and exams on John 
EXAMS FOR JOB in box 8 
Tests on Job 
EXAMS FOR JUDGES in box 8 
Copies of exam on Judges 
EXAMS FOR NT WORSHIP in box 8 
Final Exam notes 
EXAMS: HERMENEUTICS in box 8 
Exams 
EXCERPTS FROM A RECENT SERMON DELIVERED BY A PROMI in box 4 
"Excerpts from a Recent Sermon Delivered by a Prominent Protestant Clergyman" 
EXCHANGE in box 16 
Outlines 
Letter from Batsell Barrett Baxter 
Columbia Christian College Campusgram, Feb 5, 1971 
EXEGESIS OF I COR 11:2-16 in box 16 
Outline and notes 
FAITH: LESSON III in box 16 
Sermon outline on faith 
FEDERAL INCOME TAXES in box 4 
Income tax returns and related financial paperwork, 1955-1960, 1971 
FINAL EXAM - BIBLE 113 in box 22 
Final exam key for Bible 113 
'Six areas of study we taught in Fall semester' 
Letter to 'Bill and others' correcting a mistake in a previous letter 
'The Second Coming of Christ', sermon outline 
'The Pew Speaks Out on Total Commitment', sermon outline 
FINAL EXAM FOR THE PARABLES OF JESUS in box 8 
Final exam in "The Parables of Jesus" 
FINANCIAL in box 20 
Financial documents for Eastside Church of Christ 
Blank graph paper 
FIRM FOUNDATION QUARTERLY LESSONS, 1940-1943 in box 3 
Quarterly lessons, Nov 25 1940 - Sep 19 1943 
FIRM FOUNDATION QUARTERLY LESSONS, 1944 in box 3 
Quarterly lessons for Jan - May and Oct - Dec 1944 
Undated handwritten lesson 
FIVE LECTURES: THE ATTITUDE AND RESPONSIBILITY . . in box 10 
Lecture outlines 
FOR SEPTEMBER LECTURE in box 18 
Travel journal for trip to Jerusalem, Paris and Zurich 
List of 'new or recent items' at the CCC Bookstore 
FUNDAMENTALS OF CHRISTIANITY in box 16 
Sermon outlines 
GALATIANS in box 7 
Outline and notes on Galatians 
Garden City of the Heart, The in box 27 
writings by Ogetsu Yamamoto 
GENERAL BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION in box 7 
Outline: General Biblical Introduction 
GENERAL INTRODUCTORY BIBLE EXAM in box 8 
General introductory Bible exam 
GOD AND THE RACE ISSUE in box 16 
"God and the Race Issue", paper 
GOD AND THE RACE ISSUE (2) in box 16 
"God and the Race Issue", paper 
GOSPEL OF JOHN in box 7 
Outline and notes on John 
GREAT BIBLE CHAPTERS, BY DR NORMAN HUGHES in box 4 
Lesson outlines on great Bible chapters 
GREAT BIBLE DOCTRINES in box 18 
Outlines of great Bible doctrines 
Handwritten notes 
GREAT BIBLE DOCTRINES in box 19 
Three copies of 'Great Bible Doctrines' 
Bibliography on Revelation and Inspiration 
Various notes 
GUNTER BIBLICAL AND LITERARY COLLEGE - MINUTES, BO in box 10 
Minutes of the Board of Directors, April 19, 1912 
HANDICAPPED LIVES in box 16 
"Handicapped Lives", sermon 
HEAVEN in box 22 
'Heaven - Basic Questions", outline 
'Rights of the Elderly' 
HEAVEN WAS MADE FOR TEENAGERS TOO in box 12 
"Heaven was Made for Teenagers, Too", Harold D Neal (lessons) 
HEAVEN: BASIC QUESTIONS in box 7 
Outline: Heaven, Basic Questions 
HEBREWS in box 7 
Outlines and notes on Hebrews 
HERMENEUTICS AND PREACHING in box 7 
Lesson outlines on preaching and public speaking 
HIDDEN SHOALS - INTRO-CHAPTER II in box 5 
Manuscripts 
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF JEFFERSON DAVIS TANT in box 4 
"An Account (historical) of Jefferson Davis Tant . . . " prepared for the Cane Ridge Restoration 
Workshop, July 29- Aug 1, 1982 
HISTORY OF DEMONS AND DEMONOLOGY in box 18 
Handwritten notes on demonology 
I AND II COR - TESTS in box 8 
Test review notes 
Final exam 
Final exam key 
I AND II CORINTHIANS in box 7 
Outlines and notes on the Corinthian letters 
I AND II CORINTHIANS in box 18 
Class notes on the person of Jesus Christ 
IBARAKI in box 15 
Correspondence 
IBARAKI - BILL MCBEE in box 15 
Correspondence with Bill McBee, 1961 
IBARAKI - GENERAL - JAPAN in box 15 
Correspondence 
Misc paperwork 
IBARAKI - LETA SHATTUCK in box 15 
Correspondence with Leta Shattuck 
IBARAKI CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION - GENERAL in box 15 
Correspondence 
College Church of Christ bulletin, Feb 12 1961 
IBARAKI CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION PAPERS in box 2 
Minutes 
Financial reports 
Lists of donors 
IBARAKI CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION REPORTS BY WINSTON AT in box 2 
ICF articles of incorporation 
Letters to ICF directors 
Omika Church building fund records 
IBARAKI CORRESPONDENCE - JAN 15 1958 - APR 30 1963 in box 1 
Correspondence 
ICC CORRESPONDENCE 1972-1979 in box 3 
Correspondence 
ICC MATERIAL - SPECIAL in box 15 
Various paperwork, notes and outlines on ICC 
IN NASHVILLE TENNESSEE FOR 6 YEARS AND 3 MONTHS in box 18 
"In Nashville, Tennessee for Six Years and Three Months", manuscript 
INFORMATION ON SW CHRISTIAN COLL AND BLACK PEOPLE in box 22 
Notes and information on incident at SWCC 
Newspaper clippings on Henry Ford 
'Negroes go North, West", clipping from US News and World Report 
Addresses from 1948 
INTERNATIONAL MISSION OPPORTUNITY in box 2 
Plan for international mission 
INTRODUCTORY ASSIGNMENTS: I & II TIMOTHY AND TITUS in box 19 
Introductory assignments and syllabus for I and II Timothy and Titus 
Handwritten notes 
INTRODUCTORY ASSIGNMENTS: I & II TIMOTHY AND TITUS in box 21 
Introductory assignments and attached syllabus on I and II Timothy and Titus 
JAMES - PETER in box 8 
Exam on James and Peter 
JESUS AS AN EVANGELIST in box 7 
Outline: Jesus as an Evangelist 
LEARNING TO LOVE LEAVING THIS WORLD in box 16 
Lesson outlines and notes 
LECTURE NOTES in box 18 
Lecture outlines and notes 
LECTURE: CONVICTIONS IN A CHANGING WORLD in box 14 
"Convictions in a Changing World", Walter E. Burch (lecture) with cover letter addressed to E. 
W. McMillan 
LECTURES ON I, II AND III JOHN AND JUDE BY MR FERG in box 7 
Outline for lecture on I II and III John and Jude by Mr. Ferguson 
LECTURES, MISC PAPERS RE IBARAKI SCHOOL in box 2 
Lectures 
Handwritten notes 
Misc papers 
LEGALISM - WARREN in box 18 
"The Heresy of Legalism", by James A Warren, paper 
LESSON OUTLINES: THE PASTORAL EPISTLES in box 20 
Outlines of I and II Timothy, Titus, Philemon, James, and Hebrews 
Sermon outlines 
Final exam - Bible 232 
Exam - Acts 1-12 
LESSON: THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP in box 12 
Lesson outline: "The Significance of Christian Fellowship" 
Lessons and Speeches in box 27 
assortment of lessons and speeches. Mostly outlines, but some manuscripts. 
LESSONS: CHRISTIAN FAMILY in box 12 
Lesson outlines on Christian family issues 
LETTER TO PRENTICE in box 19 
Handwritten letter to 'Prentice' 
LETTERS in box 18 
Letters from McMillan to his family from Japan. 
LETTERS IN HONOR OF 92ND BIRTHDAY in box 26 
Letters in 1981 in honor of McMillan's 92nd birthday from J. P. Sanders, Frank and Della Pack, 
Paul and Margaret Southern, John Carter, Margaret and Clarence Hopper, Golda Knies, Ben and 
Martha Whitelaw, Thomas C. Whitfield, P. H. and Jewell Deane (Judy) Hill, J. D. Thomas, 
Henry E, Speck, Mrs. Don Morris, Leon Reese, John H. Cannon, Jr., Elders of Union Avenue 
Church of Christ, Memphis TN, Ruby Holton Boothe (with photograph), Elders of Whittier 
Church of Christ, Whittier CA, Maurice C. Hall, J. W. Burrow, Otis P. and Eloise H. Caldwell, 
Jenny Swanson, Jack and Mable Burford, Dewby Adams Ray, Irma K. Christian, J. D. and 
Guinevere Holland, Mima Williams, Jewell Deane Hill, Tom W. Phillips, Ernest H. and Mary 
Lou Petty, Dan Anders, Ross W. Dye, Ruth Echols Boyle, Jim Smythe, Sewall and Roberta 
Magnani, Otis D. Rawlins, Dan G. Danner, Sonny Guild, Ed and Melba Litton, Jean Van 
Hoosen, Ed R. _______, Gene and Mary Williams, Charles B. Runnels, Doris Smith, Larry 
Gaskin, Verna Dingman, Kay Savage, Elders of Northside Church of Christ, Santa Ana CA, 
Allen and Betty Rice, Bob and Jennie Holland, Mary and Bill McBee, Lew and Ellen Willis, 
Chris (grandson), Jonathan (grandson), Kimberly (granddaughter), Dorothy McMillan Miller 
Birthday cards from Gary and Julie, Ola, Ethel & Helen & Lucille Byrd, Nancy and Ronald 
Reagan, Ivan and Nancy Hatfield, Howard from Pepperdine, Auditorium class of Painter Ave. 
Church of Christ, Whittier CA, Mac and Helen, Ruth and Douglas Williams, Judy, Steve and 
Julie Brunts, Debbie Cup, Lisa Neilson, Wanda Higgins, Amy Mority, Sherry Catt, Susan 
Robertson, Agnes, Bill and Mary McBee, Juanita and Susan, Lilla Mae, Mac and Marty Lynn, 
Raymond and Thelma Johnston, Ruth and Douglas Williams, Juanita Schelab, Laura Davis, Jack 
and Zella Nickell, Doug Kostowski, David and Joni Crawford, Boyd and Betsy Gilliland, 
Students, staff, and friends of Columbia Christian College, Kenneth & Nancy & Cheryl Attinson 
Letter to E. Couch (1930) 
LIFE AND TEACHINGS OF JESUS in box 16 
"Life and Teachings of Jesus Christ: EW McMillan's Personal Copy", notebook containing notes 
and outlines 
LOCAL CHURCH LIFE in box 18 
Outlines for lessons 1-26 for Bible 391, Local Church Life 
LOCAL CHURCH LIFE in box 19 
"Local Church Life", by E W McMillan 
LOGOS RELATED TO LEGO in box 7 
Outline: Logos is related to Lego 
LUBBOCK LECTURES OCT 26-28 1982 / GUNTER LECTURES in box 19 
Handwritten notes 
LUNENBURG LETTER - GLENN PADEN in box 4 
"The Lunenburg Letter", Glenn Paden (article manuscript) 
MANUSCRIPT: KEEPING THE MISSIONARY MISSION CLEAR in box 14 
"Keeping the Missionary Mission Clear" (manuscript, with handwritten revisions) 
MANUSCRIPT: THE WORLDS LARGEST BUSINESS in box 14 
"The World's Largest Business" (manuscript) 
Chs. 6 & 7 on the spiritual power of prayer and faith 
MANUSCRIPTS in box 2 
Manuscripts for various lectures 
MANUSCRIPTS - MISC in box 5 
Manuscripts for various articles / sermons 
MANUSCRIPTS, LECTURES #2 in box 10 
Manuscripts for sermons / lectures 
MANUSCRIPTS: THE MEDLEY OF OPINIONS WHICH I MEET in box 14 
Manuscripts 
Notes 
MARRIAGE LICENSES in box 4 
Marriage license copies retained by minister 
Newspaper obituary form for Ada N. Countryman 
MARRIAGE, PARENTS, HUSBANDS, WIVES, FAMILY INFO in box 7 
Outlines on various family life topics 
MASTERS in box 8 
Masters for 'Great Bible Doctrines', 47 pages 
MATERIAL ON PREACHING in box 23 
Newspaper clippings of 'Minister's Column' by McMillan 
Outlines for talks on preaching 
Correspondence with John C. Stevens re ACU history recordings 
ACC lecture manuscripts 
MCMILLIEN, CHARLES in box 22 
Grade card for Charles McMillan 
Handwritten notes 
MEDICATION RECORDS in box 18 
Medication sheets 
Poem by Amos R Wells 
Mobilizing Mature Christians Newsletter, May 1986 
Highland Oak Leaves, July 1 1986 
MEDITATIONS ON THE 'PREACHER SHORTAGE' in box 16 
"Meditations on the 'Preacher Shortage'", paper 
MEMORIES OF MCMILLAN in box 23 
Copy of ACU Optimist, Jan 17, 1958 
Letters from various individuals containing their memories of McMillan 
History of the Church of Christ in Ballinger, Texas 
MID-EASTERN TOUR in box 4 
Material on missionary tour with Danny Anders 
MINISTRY TO THE ILL in box 7 
Outline and notes: Ministry to the Ill 
MINUTES OF THE ELDERS AND DEACONS, NORTHSIDE CHURC in box 10 
Minutes of Elders and Deacons Meeting, Northside Church of Christ, May 3 1965 
MISC ARTICLES in box 5 
Manuscripts of various articles 
MISC CORRESPONDENCE in box 18 
McMillan's schedule for 1985 ACU Lectureship 
Misc. Correspondence 
"Cornerstone", Fall 1984 
MISC MATERIAL in box 15 
Outlines on New Testament Epistles 
Sermon outlines 
Notebook 
Outlines and notes on Job 
MISC MATERIAL in box 16 
Lesson outlines and notes 
Biographical material 
Correspondence 
MISC MATERIAL in box 18 
Misc. photos 
Eastside Church of Christ bulletins, January 1986 
ACU history interview by John C Stevens 
Handwritten notes 
Review outline for Church History 
"His Grace Reaches Me", poem 
"A Brief of the Thoughts Presented at Sister Shepherd's Funeral", delivered by E W McMillan 
"The Bible Teacher", poem by Jay Johnston 
"A Lady" by E W McMillan 
Legal pad with handwritten notes 
MISC MATERIAL in box 19 
'Eastside in Touch', May 1980 (with article on McMillan) 
Outline of Philemon 
Syllabus for OT Bible class 
Newsletter from Marlin, Jeanne and Ken Ray, 8/27/83 
'Christian Chronicle', June 1984 
'A Page from the President's Scrapbook: Job Opportunities Abound for College Students' 
'A Page from the President's Scrapbook: OCC Coeds Audition for Metropolitan Opera' 
Check stub for guest speaker honorarium 
'The Mesquite News', Aug 15, 1984 
MISC MATERIAL in box 22 
Newspaper clippings 
Sermon outlines 
Birthday cards 
MISC PAPERS in box 15 
Misc. papers 
MISC PAPERS in box 16 
Correspondence 
Notes 
Lesson outlines 
Brochure from ICC 
Miscellaneous in box 27 
assorted information, business cards, check stubs, bulletins, notes 
MISCELLANEOUS PAGES in box 18 
Various manuscripts 
ACU History Interview: E W McMillan, by John C Stevens - with handwritten annotations. 
Miscellaneous notes and correspondence 
"Sharks evoke both fear and fascination in man", newspaper clipping 
MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS in box 4 
Handwritten notes 
Various notes and paperwork 
MODERATOR'S SERMON: JAN 14 1975 in box 10 
Moderators sermon (Presbyterian Church in the United States?) 
Lesson outline, Dec 3 1976 
Sermon outlines delivered in Raleigh, NC 
MODERN BELIEFS in box 5 
Notes on Catholicism and Episcopalianism 
MUSIC OF ISRAEL in box 7 
Outlines and notes on the psalmody and poetry of Israel 
My Diary in box 27 
a personal diary of E. W. McMillan. Starts December 12, 1948 
MY WORLD TOUR: CORRESPONDENCE, ITINERARY, SOME REP in box 16 
Correspondence 
Agendas and itinerary for world tour 
Reports to churches 
NASHVILLE in box 22 
Handwritten notes 
NEEDS in box 20 
Handwritten notes 
Blank paper 
NEW TESTAMENT WORSHIP in box 7 
Outlines and notes on worship 
News Paper Clippings in box 27 
assorted clippings from newspapers 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES - BULLETIN MATERIALS in box 13 
Newspaper clippings 
Magazine articles 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS in box 16 
Newspaper clippings 
  
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS in box 19 
Newspaper clippings on various topics 
'Eastside in Touch' May 1980 
Valentines day cards 
Photo of Rich Smart and E W McMillan 
NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS in box 20 
Various newspaper clippings 
NORTHSIDE CHURCH OF CHRIST, SANTA ANA CA: MEMBERSHIP in box 12 
Membership roster, March 1, 1970 
NORTHWEST ELDERS-LEADERS WORKSHOP in box 10 
Agenda, outlines and notes from the Northwest Elders and Leaders Workshop, Tacoma, WA Oct 
27-28 1972 
NOTEBOOKS in box 17 
3 copies of "Nichol's Pocket Bible Encyclopedia" 
Approx. 35 color photographs 
Photo album presented to the McMillans by William and Frances Hobby 
Air Travel Diary, July through December 1948 
"The Penalty of Leadership", article clipping 
6 Birthday cards 
2 Notebooks containing handwritten notes 
Bound volume of notes from members of the Eastside Church of Christ 
"Bibliography for Cross-Cultural Workers", compiled by Van Tate 
"Teaching Techniques for Sunday School", booklet 
10 Class record books 
NOTEBOOKS in box 20 
Five notebooks containing sermon outlines 
Pocket diary containing names and addresses 
Six copies of the tract 'The Voice of Opportunity from China and Japan' by E W McMillan 
'Does Christianity Matter?' by W Norman Pittenger (tract) 
Notecards on the Restoration Movement in the 20th century 
Leather wallet with E W McMillan engraved on the outside 
NOTES in box 18 
Timeline of the life of Moses E Lard by B J Humble 
Photocopy of Lard's Quarterly, December 1863 
"In this Special Moment in Life . . .", poem 
Letter from Claude A Guild of Columbia Christian College 
Letter from Virgil Bentley of Christian Care Centers 
Handwritten notes 
NOTES in box 21 
Incomplete sermon outline 
Handwritten notes 
NOTES AND PHOTOS in box 24 
Handwritten notes 
4 Photos: Son-Shine Company (musical group), unidentified cheerleaders, and two of an elderly 
man 
NOTES ON I AND II PETER in box 7 
Notes and outline on First Peter 
OCC LECTURE in box 18 
Bulletin from Park Plaza Church of Christ, Nov 12, 1981 
Letter from J Terry Johnson re OCC Lectures 
Biographical data sheet 
Letter from Lawrence L Smith re biographical interview 
ON MY WORLD TOUR, 1958 in box 22 
Notes on travels in various countries 
'From Dawn to Doom', manuscript 
"He is My Lord", incomplete manuscript 
Advertisement for the Christian Chronicle 
"Marriage - Divorce - Remarriage", outline 
ON SPIRITUALITY: FIVE SERMONS DELIVERED IN AUSTIN in box 19 
Outlines of five sermons on spirituality delivered to the Brentwood Church of Christ, Austin TX, 
July 22-26 
ON THE WORLD HEART: MANUSCRIPTS FOR MY BOOK ON THE in box 14 
Various manuscripts on missions, apparently intended to be chapters in McMillan's book on 
missions 
ON WALKING BY FAITH in box 16 
"On Walking by Faith", manuscript for Pepperdine Lectures 
OUR WORSHIP HERITAGE - ROBERT K OGLESBY in box 12 
Outline: "Our Worship Heritage" 
OUTLINE: CREATION, L E CARPENTER, TYLER TEXAS in box 12 
Outline on creation 
OUTLINE: DEUTERONOMY in box 7 
Outline of Deuteronomy 
Summary of Genesis 1-20 
OUTLINE: ESTHER in box 7 
Outlines and notes on Esther, with some material on Ezra, Nehemiah and Daniel 
OUTLINE: FACTORS INCLUDED IN THE LEARNING IN BIBLE in box 12 
Lesson outline: "Factors Included in the Learning in Bible Classes" 
OUTLINE: GREAT BIBLE DOCTRINES in box 6 
Outlines on various Biblical doctrines 
OUTLINE: JAMES in box 7 
Outline and notes on James 
OUTLINE: MESSIANIC PROPHECY in box 7 
Outline and class notes on messianic prophecy 
OUTLINE: OLD TESTAMENT SURVEY in box 6 
Outline for OT survey class 
OUTLINE: SOME PROBLEMS THAT CONFRONT THE ADULT in box 7 
Outline on problems that confront adults 
OUTLINES in box 16 
Outlines on Pauline epistles 
OUTLINES in box 20 
Outline and tests on the book of Job 
Assignment list for Bible 223 
Study questions for New Testament Short Epistles, J C Davis, Instructor 
Outline for four lectures, Lubbock Lectures on Church Leadership, February 18-21, 1962 
Syllabus for Introduction to Bible 132 
Exams on New Testament Epistles 
Outlines and Clippings on the Orient in box 27 
writings and correspondence about Japan and the university 
OUTLINES BY BOBBY RICHARDSON in box 16 
Sermon / lesson outlines 
OUTLINES DURING 1965 in box 15 
Sermon outlines and notes 
OUTLINES ON COMMUNICATION in box 6 
Outlines and notes on communication 
OUTLINES: ACTS in box 6 
Notes and outlines on Acts 
OUTLINES: DEMONS AND ANGELS in box 6 
Notes and outlines on angels and demons 
OUTLINES: DOCTRINE OF GOD, TRINITY, NAMES OF GOD in box 7 
Outlines on the doctrine of God, the Trinity and the names of God 
OUTLINES: EPHESIANS in box 7 
Outlines and notes on Ephesians, Colossians, I and II Timothy and Titus 
OUTLINES: FIVE LECTURES ON ELDERSHIP AND CHURCH in box 16 
Lectures and lecture outlines 
OUTLINES: GRACE I: ATONEMENT, GRACE II: INITIATIVE in box 7 
Outlines on Grace: Grace I: Atonement, Grace II: Initiative, and Grace III: Man's Response 
OUTLINES: HOLY SPIRIT in box 7 
Outlines on the Holy Spirit 
OUTLINES: VARIOUS SPEECHES AND CLASSES FOR CHURCHES in box 12 
Lesson outlines 
PASSPORT CORRESPONDENCE in box 4 
Visa applications 
Correspondence w/ US Rep Omar Burleson re visas 
PASTORAL EPISTLES: I AND II TIMOTHY AND TITUS in box 7 
Outline on the pastoral epistles 
PAUL ON THE ROLE OF WOMEN: MRS MCMILLANS CLASS FOR in box 4 
'Paul on the Role of Women', Mrs. E W McMillan 
Articles on Christian womanhood by Mrs. McMillan 
PEPPERDINE LECTURES, OCTOBER 1973 in box 16 
Notes and Misc. Papers 
PERSONAL BUSINESS RECORDS in box 4 
Insurance policies 
Other personal business records 
PERSONAL EVANGELISM: LECTURES FROM VANCOUVER WASHI in box 10 
Outline for lecture on personal evangelism 
PERSONAL SPIRITUAL GROWTH in box 7 
List of ideas for personal spiritual growth 
Outlines and notes on 'the Minister's spirituality' 
PERTAINING TO JAPAN AND MOVING - ALSO PEARL HARBOR in box 15 
Sermons and papers 
Outlines and notes 
PHOTOGRAPHS in box 26 
6 Photographs: E. W. McMillan, E. W. McMillan at reception, Columbia Christian College, E. 
W. McMillan at podium, E. W. McMillan with class, and Ruby Holton Booth (attached to letter 
17) 
PHOTOS, PAMPHLETS, MAGAZINES - IBARAKI in box 2 
ICC pamphlets 
Photographs 
PICTURES: GLOSSY AND FINISHED in box 20 
Black and white glossy photos of McMillan 
POSTCARDS AND PHOTOS in box 19 
Picture postcards from Jordan, Egypt and Israel 
Notes on Central Church services 
Photo of McMillan with unknown members of Abilene Rotary Club 
5x7 photo of Mr and Mrs McMillan 
Citation awarding McMillan the Doctor of Laws 
Photos 
PRAYER MEETING: JAN 7 1942 - JAN 7 1948 in box 9 
Notes and outlines for prayer meetings 
PRAYER MEETING: OCT 12 '54, SANTA ANA MAY 16 '64 in box 12 
Prayer meeting outlines 
Lesson outlines 
PREACHER-ELDER RELATIONSHIP in box 6 
Outline on the relationship between preachers and elders 
PRECIOUS THINGS in box 18 
Letter from Harold E Holland 
Pepperdine University Libraries Reader's Guide, December 1982 
"Woman Describes 40 Hour Ordeal", newspaper article 
"The Power of the Gospel of Christ", sermon outline 
"Preparing for Marriage and Old Age", sermon outline 
PRISON EPISTLES OF ST PAUL - COLUMBIA CC 1975 in box 7 
Course outline for the prison epistles 
PRISON EPISTLES OF THE APOSTLE PAUL in box 19 
Two copies of course syllabus for 'Prison Epistles of the Apostle Paul' 
PRISON EPISTLES: I AND II TIMOTHY, TITUS, PHILEMON in box 7 
Notes and outlines on the prison epistles: I and II Timothy, Titus, Philemon and Philippians 
PROBLEMS OF THE PREACHERS WIFE in box 7 
Lesson outlines: The problems and rewards of the preacher's wife 
PROSPECTUS - ACU BIBLICAL STUDIES 1985 in box 7 
Prospectus for the College of Biblical Studies, ACU 
QUALIFICATION OF ELDERS in box 6 
Notes on eldership 
QUARTERLY LESSONS FOR FIRM FOUNDATION, 1944 in box 3 
Quarterly Lessons for Firm Foundation, 1944 
QUARTZ MOUNTAIN LECTURESHIP in box 10 
Lecture outlines: Quartz Mountain Lectureship 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER in box 18 
Correspondence with ACU regarding the McMillan Library and McMillan's biographical 
interview 
"Hiroshima Recalled as 'A City of Death'", newspaper clipping 
Letter from Columbia Christian College regarding the Pauline McMillan Memorial Scholarship 
"What is Greatness?", introduction to lesson 3 
R TERRY GOWEN in box 20 
Grade card for Robert Terry Gowen 
Lecture outlines 
List of Board of Directors, Ibaraki Christian Foundation 
Ibaraki Christian Foundation financial statement, June 1966 
Minutes of Ibaraki Christian Foundation Executive Committee meeting, April 4, 1960 
RADIO MORNING DEVO: JAN 13-14 1937 in box 9 
Morning radio devotionals 
Radio addresses 
RADIO SERMONS: JAN 13 1937 - DEC 30 1937 in box 9 
Outlines for radio sermons 
RADIO SERMONS: MON JAN 19 1936 - DEC 31 1936 in box 9 
Outlines for radio sermons 
RADIO SERMONS: SAT, JAN 1 1938 in box 9 
Outlines for radio sermons 
RE: TEAM TEACHING in box 22 
'Deacon's qualifications', lesson outline 
'Humanity as seen by the Apostle Paul', lecture 
'The God of Grace and Comfort', lecture 
'Notes based on a Conversation Going to Seoul' 
'Take Heed how you Hear', lesson outline 
'Some paramount problems faced by preachers in local church work', outline addressed to 
Brother Wallace 
'How to Start a School on a Mission Field', by Logan J. Fox 
'Adult Learning', lesson outline 
Letter from Roger Hunter 
'Introduction to First Lesson', outline 
Burbank Lectures, Lecture 3 - "The Central Aim of all Church Work and Church Experience' 
REAL RELIGIOUS RESTORATION in box 5 
Manuscripts of articles on restoration principles 
RECITATION FOR MARCH 1, 11 AM, MARCH 2, 1 PM, MARC in box 7 
Outlines for recitations 
REFERENCE MATERIAL in box 23 
"Sickness and Healing" (sermon?) by Dave Bland, Eastside Church of Christ, Portland, OR 
Various notes and correspondence 
Church Bulletins 
Newspaper clippings 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION in box 24 
Typed and handwritten notes on religious education 
REPORT ON IBARAKI EXPENSES, 1961 in box 15 
Financial material on ICC 
REPORTS in box 15 
Financial reports and board meeting minutes from ICC 
RESPONSES FROM BOARD MEMBERS ABOUT THE ICC PRESIDE in box 16 
Financial info on Ibaraki Christian Foundation 
Responses to form letter regarding presidency of ICC 
RIGHTS OF THE ELDERLY in box 18 
"Rights of the Elderly", outline 
ROMANS in box 7 
Outline and notes on Romans 
ROSEBURG - LECTURE THREE in box 16 
Lecture outlines on deacons 
ROUGH NOTES - DALLAS SPEECH in box 5 
Notes for speech on spiritual myopia 
ROUGH NOTES: HISTORY OF BRO. E W MC WORK WITH CHUR in box 10 
Notes on McMillan's work with the Church in Cleburne 
SANCTIFICATION in box 7 
Outline on sanctification 
SCHOOL MATERIAL - ROMANS in box 18 
Notes and quizzes for Book of Romans (Sophomore Bible) 
Facts, figures and Information for our Chapter Heads and President's Page 
SCRAPBOOK in box 24 
Scrapbook from students at Columbia Christian College 
SCRAPBOOK (2) in box 24 
Scrapbook of greeting cards 
SECOND SHEETS in box 16 
Lesson outlines, attached newspaper article 
SECRETARIAL in box 16 
Biographical material 
Notes 
SERMON OUTLINE: THE GLORY OF THE CROSS in box 12 
Sermon outline: "The Glory of the Cross" 
SERMONS - RADIO: JAN 1 - NOV 25 1941 in box 9 
Outlines for radio sermons 
SERMONS - RADIO: JUL 14 1940 - DEC 31 1940 in box 9 
Outlines for radio sermons 
SERMONS (1960) in box 24 
Typed and handwritten semons, most form 1960 (some from late 1950's) 
SERMONS IN NASHVILLE in box 16 
Sermons by George S. Benson and E. W. McMillan 
SERMONS PREACHED IN CLEBURNE AND ABILENE TX in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: 1932-33 in box 11 
Sermon outlines and notes 
SERMONS: 1946 & 1947 in box 12 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: CENTRAL CHURCH, NASHVILLE TENN in box 11 
Sermons and sermon outlines 
SERMONS: CENTRAL, NASHVILLE TN in box 11 
Sermons and sermon outlines 
SERMONS: JAN 1940-JUL 1940 in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
Sunday School Lessons 
SERMONS: JAN 7 1945 - NOV 4 1945, UNION AVE in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: JAN 9 - DEC 26 1943, UNION AVE in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: SANTA ANA CALIF., 1958-1965 in box 12 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: UNION AVE, JAN 1944 - DEC 1944 in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
SERMONS: UNION AVENUE CHURCH, BEGINNING MAY 1942 in box 11 
Sermon outlines 
Correspondence, Union Ave Church 
SERMONS: WHITTIER CALIFORNIA in box 12 
Sermon outlines 
Newspaper clippings 
SEVEN HOUR STUDY: CHURCHES ON DEACONS in box 12 
Sermon / lesson outlines on deacons 
SEVEN MONTHS AT HIGHLAND OAKS in box 19 
Handwritten notes 
SKILLMAN AVE CHURCH LADIES CLASS, DALLAS, MAY 5 70 in box 10 
Sermon / Lesson outlines from various churches 
SOME INTERESTING COMPARISONS AND OBSERVATIONS in box 22 
'Some interesting observations and comparisons' on Sunday School attendance 
Handwritten notes on Attendance 
Pg. 3 of (incomplete) letter 
SOME OF THE LAST SERMONS OF E W MCMILLAN in box 21 
Cassette tapes of McMillan sermons 
SOUTHWEST CHURCH, HOUSTON, AUG 21 1961 in box 10 
Sermon / Lesson outlines from various churches 
SPECIAL ARTICLES - ROUGH DRAFTS in box 5 
Rough drafts of various articles (w/ corrections) 
 SPECIAL FILE in box 18 
"Undenominational Christianity", by Cecil B May 
'Eastside In Touch', August 1984 
Flyer for UNITY meeting with Cecil May 
"College Long Range Study Looks Into Next Decade", from the 'President's Scrapbook', 
Oklahoma Christian College 
'Highland Oak Leaves', June 19, 1984 
Handwritten notes 
'Upreach', Nov/Dec, 1981 
'New Life', June 24, 1984 
'Herald of Hope', June 25, 1984 
University Church of Christ Bulletin, Aug 10, 1984 
Letter to 'brothers and sisters' from the finance committee at Highland Oaks Church of Christ 
'Highland Oak Leaves', May 22, 1984 
'New Life', June 17, 1984 
SPECIAL LECTURES in box 18 
Handwritten lesson outlines and notes 
Correspondence 
Information on Highland Oaks teacher rotation 
SPECIAL LECTURES TO WOMEN IN SPECIAL TRAINING PROG in box 12 
Lesson outlines, lessons to women 
SPECIAL OUTLINES in box 20 
1957 California auto registration card 
Newspaper clippings 
Sermon outlines 
SPECIAL SHORT OUTLINES AND OTHER NOTES in box 22 
Outlines for sermons and lectures 
SPECIALS in box 16 
Photocopy of magazine article on the search for salvation 
SPEECHES OR LECTURES GIVEN AT CHRISTIAN COLLEGES in box 3 
Transcripts and notes from lectures given at various Christian colleges 
STATIONARY in box 18 
Stationary and envelopes from Christian Care Centers Inc 
Stationary from Northside Church of Christ, Santa Ana, California 
Hartin Apartments Resident Survey 
Schedule for Centennial Celebration: 100 Years of the Church in Abilene 
"The Lord of Lords and King of Kings", sermon outline 
STEVENS LETTER in box 23 
Letter from John C. Stevens to E. W. McMillan 
STORY ABOUT LIQUOR RUNNERS in box 4 
Typewritten story about liquor runners 
STUDENT PROJECTS in box 6 
Various student reports and projects 
STUDENTS ESSAYS ON OT PEOPLE in box 16 
Student papers on various topics 
STUDENT'S PAPERS: 1957, 1973 in box 6 
Various student papers and assignments 
STUDIES IN PROPHECY in box 3 
'Studies in Prophecy' (typescript, author unknown) 
STUDIES OF LEVITICUS FEASTS in box 16 
Lesson outlines and notes on Leviticus 
STUDY OF MODERN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS in box 7 
Outlines on modern beliefs (Catholics and Episcopalians) 
STUDY: JOB in box 7 
Outline and notes on Job 
SUNDAY AM LESSONS in box 16 
Lesson outlines 
SUNDAY EVENING SERMONS: APR 26 1936 - OCT 11 1936 in box 9 
Sermon outlines 
Sermon: 'Is it Wrong to Dance, Play Cards, and Attend Picture Shows?' 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS: 1935 in box 9 
Outlines for Sunday school lessons 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS: JAN 3 1937 - SEP 26 in box 9 
'Sunday School Lesson' columns from the Tennessee Gazette 
Sunday school lessons 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS: OCT 10 1937 - DEC 19 1937 in box 9 
Sunday school lessons 
'Sunday School Lesson' columns from the Tennessee Gazette 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS: SEP 26 1936 - DEC 27 1936 in box 9 
Sunday school lessons 
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS: SEP 8 1940 - OCT 19 1941 in box 9 
Sunday school lessons 
SYLLABUS OF OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY FOR CLASS STUDY in box 6 
"A Syllabus of Old Testament History for Class Study", by E. W. McMillan and J. P. Sanders 
SYNOPTIC GOSPELS in box 7 
Syllabus for a course on the synoptic gospels 
Outlines and notes on the synoptic gospels 
TANDA YOUTH ENCAMPMENT LECTURES, SEP 3-5 1960 in box 10 
Lesson outlines from Tanda Youth Encampments 
TEENAGE PROBLEMS AND COUNSELING in box 12 
"Teenage Problems and Counseling Techniques", C J Russell (paper) 
"The Art of Counseling" (outline) 
"Making Decisions" (lessons) 
TERRELL in box 22 
Open letter to the Faculty of Southwestern Christian College regarding a racial incident 
Handwritten notes 
Abilene Christian College Lectures: God's Will and Race 
TEST FOR BIBLE 321 in box 8 
Test in Bible 321 
Notes and recitations for bible 321 
TESTS in box 22 
Test on Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Daniel, Zecariah, Haggai 
Test on New Testament Worship 
THAT MAN IS A SUCCESS in box 21 
Poem, "That Man Is A Success" 
THE BOOK OF FIRST JOHN BY EW MCMILLAN in box 5 
"The Book of First John", (manuscript) 
THE CHAMPION OF THE NEGLECTED: 8TH AND AUSTIN, GAR in box 10 
Sermon / lesson outlines 
THE CHURCH AND THE ELDERSHIP in box 12 
Lesson outlines on the Church and eldership 
THE CHURCH BULLETIN: OUTLINE OF PURPOSE in box 10 
Outline on church bulletins 
THE CLAIMS OF CHRIST FOR HIMSELF in box 4 
'The Claims of Christ for Himself', McMillan's MA thesis from Baylor, 1921 
THE COMPASSIONS OF JESUS CHRIST in box 22 
Lesson outlines on Jesus Christ 
THE GARDEN OF THE HEART in box 1 
"The Garden of the Heart" by Ogetsu Yamamoto 
THE GOD OF GRACE AND COMFORT in box 10 
"The God of Grace and Comfort", McMillan (sermon) 
Outline on grace and works in the Apostle Paul 
THE MILLENNIUM BY RH BOLL in box 4 
"The Millenium", R. H. Boll (article manuscript) 
THE MIRACLE OF JESUS CHRIST, HIMSELF in box 22 
Ten lessons given at Military Parkway Church of Christ 
THE PERFECT CHURCH in box 18 
Sermon outlines 
THE PERIOD OF DANIEL in box 16 
Outlines and notes 
THE SCHEME OF REDEMPTION in box 16 
"The Scheme of Redemption", lesson outlines 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE VIRGIN BIRTH in box 6 
"The Significance of the Virgin Birth", prepared by John H. Cannon Jr. for Bible 342, Jan. 13 
1970 
THE SPIRITUALITY OF THE MISSIONARY in box 5 
"The Spirituality of the Missionary", EW McMillan (manuscript) 
THE TRULY GREAT LIFE (1): LECTURES DELIVERED TO ST in box 2 
Manuscripts for various lectures 
THE TRULY GREAT LIFE (2): LECTURES DELIVERED TO ST in box 2 
Manuscripts for various lectures 
THE UNLOVING PERSONALITY AND THE RELIGION OF LOVE in box 4 
"The Unloving Personality and the Religion of Love", Bonaro W. Overstreet (article manuscript) 
THE WORD 'APOSTLE' in box 6 
Notes on the word "apostle" 
THINGS TO KEEP: BULLETINS, POEMS, CLIPPINGS in box 13 
Church bulletins 
Poems 
TO ALL PARTICIPANTS FOR THE PROGRAMS OF CHRIST FOR in box 3 
Letter and notes re evening program of "Christ for Today" 
Tracts in box 27 
Why Not Just be a Christian and The Voice of Opportunity from China and Japan by McMillan 
TRAINING FOR SERVICE CLASS in box 10 
Lesson outlines 
Notes and other paperwork re elders and deacons 
TRIP TO JAPAN in box 16 
Notes on experiences in Japan, India and England 
UPREACH MAGAZINE in box 13 
Upreach magazines, 1979-80 
VARIOUS MAGAZINES in box 13 
Magazines and pamphlets 
VARIOUS NOTES in box 18 
Birthday greeting from Virgil Bentley 
"Notations made in the Meeting of the Christian Education Association" 
Various notes 
VARIOUS PAPERS in box 19 
Chart of missions work in Brazil 
"Going to Heaven", sermon by E W McMillan 
"Urban Evangelism: Letters, Courses and Bibliographies", by Ellis Long 
VARIOUS PAPERS AND OTHER MATERIAL in box 22 
Photo of McMillan 
Letter from Virgil Bentley 
Pamphlet on building project at Highland Oaks Church of Christ 
Telegram from Mike Amour announcing that Columbia Christian College has renamed library in 
honor of McMillan 
'Judging', lesson outline 
Outline for Bible 213, Jan 9 1967 
Handwritten notes 
'Term Theme on The Assyrian Period in Relation to Israel and Judah and the Work of Isaiah 
Within that Period", by E. W. McMillan (2 copies) 
'Bible 213 - Two Sections", outline 
WHAT IS GREATNESS? in box 12 
"What is Greatness" (lesson outline) 
WHY I GO TO CHURCH in box 22 
Extension number list for Spring 1978 
"Why I Go To Church," article from Reader's Digest (3 copies) 
"Dig Into the World," by Alan Alda, article from Reader's Digest (3 copies) 
"Unforgettable John McCormack," article from Reader's Digest (5 copies) 
Handwritten notes 
Letter from Bill Decker 
WHY THE CHURCH? in box 12 
Lesson outlines on the church 
WORLD HEART - MINISTERS SPIRITUAL LIFE in box 5 
Manuscripts on Ministers' Spiritual Live 
WORLD WIDE EVANGELISM BY HOMER HADLEY in box 6 
Course outline for Christian Education 363: World Wide Evangelism 
WORLDLINESS IN THE CHURCH in box 5 
Manuscript of four chapters of a book on worldliness 
WORLDLINESS IN THE CHURCH in box 12 
Lesson outlines on worldliness and the church 
YEARBOOK in box 24 
Yearbook from Columbia Christian College (1978) 
YEARBOOK (2) in box 24 
Yearbook from Columbia Christian College (1980)   
 
